In publishing the results of their research on the oracle inscriptions, twentieth century scholars have seldom attempted to present the texts they translate as line-for-line copies of the pictographic or ideographic originals. In the present article the texts translated are reproduced in modern Chinese (non-simplified) characters, except for the ones whose form is linked most closely in some way to the ceremonial use of the jue vessel. Each of these is drawn alongside in the left-hand margin of the page.
vessels have been primarily concerned with the problems of fabrication on the one hand -how and where? -and on the other with questions of dating by means of stylistic or inscriptional criteria. Names and functions have been associated with vessel types, but much of this research has still drawn on the antiquarian lore accumulated in the twelfth century and later, which relied on late Chou and Han ritual texts for its correlations.' Such traditional attributions have their own historical interest, but should play only a minor role in reconstructing the ritual practices of Shang times.
To understand more fully and confidently what was accomplished in the Shang era it is necessary to take a new, broader approach, relying as much as possible on the interrelationships of data from the Shang period itself, in particular from excavations of Shang tombs, from technical studies, from stylistic analyses of the objects found, and for the Anyang period from thorough explorations of the data to be found on contemporary, roughly datable oracle inscriptions. A great deal has been discovered in such sources by Chinese and Japanese specialists in our own time, but relatively little has been done in the West. Of the numerous sacrifical and ritual terms that appear in the brief or fragmentary texts, only certain ones have been analysed and few have been used to illumine the presumed ceremonial function of a Late Shang bronze vessel. That such terminology may be especially meaningful is illustrated by the fact that a number of the pictographs found, when carefully enough executed by the scribe, are recognizable as specific vessel types for which varying ritual uses may be inferred.2
In working over these problems I have chosen to concentrate in this paper on the small, relatively unpretentious, highly traditional vessel which came to be equipped with tripod legs, capped posts, a prominent spout, lip, and tail, commonly called the jue (in Wade-Giles romanization chiieh or chio). Strictly speaking the oracle evidence applies only to what is now called the Late Shang phase of casting and use, when with the epoch-making reign of King Wu Ding the royal divinations came to be accompanied by engraved records on the bones or tortoise-shells. The basic characteristics of the jue, its small size and functioning elements, are already visible in the earliest bronze or ceramic versions assignable to Early Shang or even to Xia, when its unique form must already have determined the general character of its use.
The name jue owes its authority to a definition in the Eastern Han dictionary Shuowen.3 This name is adopted in Chinese archaeological practice for convenience. In the classical ritual literature of the late Zhou dynasty, however, jue unmistakably means a goblet. It appears most frequently in the classic of aristocratic ceremonial usage most "A ceremonial vessel, taking the form of a que bird (Wade-Giles ch'iieh, ch'iao). It holds fragrant millet wine and is held in the hand. Why a drinking vessel has the form of a small bird is because its cry is tsiok-tsiok tsiuk-tsiuk" (Wade-Giles chieh-chieh tsu-tsu).12 A later commentator explains in the Confucian style that in ceremonial drinking the keynote should be-restraint; the cry therefore means moderation. It is true that in the late Zhou period the character jue was occasionally used to refer to a small bird (as well as to aristocratic rank), for example by Mencius.' Conceivably what seems the unbridgeable difference between the oracle-bone way of writing the semi-pictographic sign for the Shang pouring vessel, and the conventionalized seal form given in the Shuowen for the Late Zhou goblet, may be resolved in successive calligraphic stages.'4
The form of the mature Shang bronze jue is a remarkable blend of functional and expressive components. The vessel was to hold a heated liquid; its legs are exceptionally long and sturdily cast, with blade-like pointed ends to push easily into the coals, splayed to counter the threat of top-heaviness. To raise the hot body into a pouring position an ordinary handle in the usual place at the rear would have been at least uncomfortable for the fingers; presumably the often small handle on one side was used only when the vessel was empty and cool. The function of lifting during the ceremony probably involved the two posts with their overhanging caps, which could be caught and pulled up by leather thongs. Tipping and pouring could be simply achieved by raising the vessel's long tail with a metal, bone, or horn spatula. The lower body could be made more durable and offer a firmer hold for the legs if it were made egg-shaped instead of flat-bottomed. The jue's design presumably met all these functional requirements; at the same time its appearance was made more striking by adjustments between the parts, or exaggerations, most obvious in the case of the posts and their notably wide or tall caps. The lengthy, sturdy spout with its U-shaped section and high walls was obviously intended to counterbalance the pointed tail visually, and to pour efficiently without spilling.
In the properly systematic excavations which have been frequent since 1949 the jue has been found more frequently than any other vessel type, from the most wealthy to the most humble of tombs.'5 Zou Heng has classified the Shang tombs discovered into six groups, varying widely in size, depth, simplicity or complexity of the coffin enclosure, quantity and quality of the burial goods, etc.; designating them by the first six of the <<celestial stems,, (which are here replaced by capital letters of the alphabet Hao, which was found recently in the area otherwise known primarily for its dwellings, Xiaotun, rather than in the cemeteries dominated by royal burials. That apparent show of humility and its relatively small size make its unparalleled wealth of burial objects the more surprising. Only its modest dimensions place it in the C category, and it will be considered separately below.'7 At the other extreme Zou's Category F, made up of 172 excavated tombs, includes many with no ceremonial objects at all, or with clay vessels only.'s In these cases pairs of jue and gu make up about 1/3 of the total. This sort of pairing, visible here at the humblest level, was a characteristic of Shang burial practice. In the more generouslyequipped tombs the basic wine-vessel unit was often enlarged to take in a jia or he, the somewhat larger three-legged receptacles from which the heated wine was ladled or poured into individual jue. In addition to this assembling of different forms with related functions, the Shang were likely to double or multiply still further the most essential vessel types (usually in non-identical forms).9
Category E, comprising 60 tombs, yielded in most cases clay vessels, half of these being jue-gu pairs. Of the six tombs that held bronzes, one in the Renming Park area of Zhengzhou, Henan, had a jue-gu pair; and one at the surprising southern site, Panlongcheng in Hubei, just north of the Yangzi River, had the close variant jue and jia.20 In Category D three neighboring Anyang tombs in the Xiaotun sector, YM 232, 333, and 388, yielded the three-part wine vessel combination, with two jue, two gu, and two jia, complemented by one or two ding apiece plus a lei and in two cases also a pou. Doubled gu and jia with a single jue were found in tomb 3 in the Baijiazhuang sector of Zhengzhou; as were doubled jue, gu, jia, and big zun at the isolated site in Funan district, Anhui.21 Two biggish tombs exemplifying the still richer Category C standard are M1 in the Lijiazui sector of Panlongcheng, and M1 at Luoshan in Henan. The former produced 5 jue, 5 jia, and 3 gu plus doubled ding, li, and lei; the Henan burial yielded five-fold jue and gu plus single small or large varieties of ding, lei, and xian "double-boiler."22
The unique Fu Hao tomb, M5 at Anyang, was found to contain some 200 ritual vessels of bronze, including 40 jue, 50 gu, 10 jia, divided into ten sets; 30 ding, and from one to ten of virtually all the other Late Shang vessel types.23
In certain of the barest of tombs, which Zou Heng places in his F group, jue are imitated in clay, to serve as non-functional mingqi; they are less often found in lead. 
Other Anyang examples of such vessels have been found in the Western

Xiaotun and in the Dasikongcun cemetery. Other vessel types also appear but the jue are the most numerous.24
A few possible ceramic prototypes for the jue in Late Neolithic, Xia, or Early Shang contexts have been found near Nanjing at Beiyinyangying and Sanliqiao (pls. 1, a, b), in Jiangsu, and at Xiaopangou and Dongmagou in Henan.25 The northern examples have three legs (with the possible exception of the Beiyinyangying pot), a side handle, and a rounded lip at one end of the rim. What at first might seem a promising direction for search is furnished by a very popular Late Neolithic pouring vessel, called by archaeologists the gui, which apparently was developed by the Longshan culture in Shandong, the region in which the Shang came to rule.26 Its three legs are most often bag-like, narrowing down to a pointed foot. The upper part is roughly funnel-shaped, with a wide mouth and a pinched-in spout; this last in fully developed versions may rise high above the rest of the mouth. On the opposite side from the spout is a large handle. When the spout rises highest and is most deeply channeled, it seems to come just short of a tube. From that stage, however, the final development of the gui into the Bronze Age apparently took on the characteristics of the kettle-shaped li-he, one of the elegant early bronze types, rather than the jue. The handle remains at the rear, and pouring is carried out through a pipe rather than a channeled spout.27
Examples of clay and bronze jue from the Xia and/or the beginning of Shang suggest that by then the vessel had evolved into a standardized form for ceremonial use. Since casting in bronze was relatively new, the very early jue are somewhat experimental in appearance. Interestingly enough the presumed earliest known type (as of summer, 1986), represented by the piece from Erlitou III exhibited in 1980 at the Metropolitan Museum in New York,28 With its startlingly elongated spout and tail, its spindly legs, and its constricted waist (Pl. 2), seems sophisticated rather than tentative, the Fu Hao mu, pp. 74 -85, 85 -89, 67 -70, 66 -67, 70 -73, 53 -56, for the gu, jue, jia, you, he, and (fig. X, Shima, Sdrui, p. 396.1, 2) . Lin Yun has suggested that the jue variations may be due to the graphic preferences of different diviner groups, such as the independent "Royal Sons" as opposed to the "Royal Family," the court diviners of the king. According to Lin the version like that shown in fig. C was used As we have seen, the traditional name jue has the authority of the Eastern Han dictionary Shuowen behind it. There, however, the definition misrepresents the origin of the vessel form as well as its ritual function, in stating that the jue derived its shape With the standardization of a five-part sacrificial calendar that began in inscription Period IIb,54 the term gao dropped out of use. Presumably the report had become a standardized feature of the Shang ceremonies, and no longer required specific mention.
A feature of oracle-bone scholarship in recent decades has been the realization that from Period IIb on the ancestral rituals were reorganized to form an annual sequence of five parts, referred to by the names ji ( fig. R), xi (fig. S), yong (fig. T) , zai, and yi. As reconstructed by Tung Tso-pin and later amplified by Hsti Chin-hsiung, Pan Wusu, and Shima Kunio, the five seem to have been originally special sacrifices, which gave their names to the periodic celebrations.55 Other rites seem to have been supplemental, as is evident in the case of the jue wine ceremony, which was "to pour out heated wine from the jue to ancestor spirits," as we have seen; and was exceptional in that it was usually offered on the night before the major periodic ceremony was scheduled. In inscription no. 19 for example, the jue wine offering plays a preparatory role on the night of the jiaxu day, while the major ji ceremony is carried out on the following, Jihai day, addressed to the first royal ancestor, Da Yi or Tang. This relationship is evident in inscriptions referring to one or the other of the standardized ceremonies ji, xie, and yong. There are only a few inscriptions that refer to the zai ceremony, and none that I know of includes a mention of the jue wine offering; instead there are references to the more general wine rite jiu. Similarly the yi ceremony inscriptions may use jiu as a general verb to offer wine, but I have not yet found any occurrence of jue. 
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